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SUMMARY

Is concerned with development of protected
in rural-urban fringe. It

cities such to limit growth recreational
that although Victoria's metropolitan

advanced of their kind in Australia they
which likely to limit of the
as landscape protection recreation areas,

In of this concept amenity protection role is
by it being secondary to urban containment role

Changes which would this
outlined. It is that giving priority to
protection role would objective of
cities

l.My to this is that for
either research or practice I involved

with to the recreational conservation of
populations. During this time I a particular

in of which to
on privately lands in rural-urban

planning .

2. My in this field included for MA
former on the English approach to landscape

protection the latter on the meeting recreational in
of Tasmania. I also carried out post-doctoral
on South protected Since

1979 I a of the World Commission on Protected
1981 to 1988 Australasia

on governing body of the World Conservation Union. Through my
with the Australian Conservation Foundation

1966 (including as Executive Director from 1973 to 1986
Councillor from 1987) I played a leading role in
development of to protect with high amenity value
both within Melbourne in Melbourne's rural-urban fringe;
notably Yarra ¥alley its tributaries, the

Mornington Peninsula. In 1989/91 I played the
leading role in promoting Melbourne Ring Park proposal (now
the 29 kilometre long Capital City Trail). Since 1990 1
lived in is the Shire of Nillumbik

for upgrading of protection of the through
improved greater security for the planning
objectives. Thoughout the last four I also

to foster better public understanding of this
of protection, an being the Conference on Rural

Conservation With Particular To Rural-
Urban Fringe which I organised with the assistance of
Commonwealth Department of Urban Regional in
August, 1975.



THE OF - AN
PERSPECTI¥E

3. The In which, city dwellers in outdoor
recreation sought to conditions favourable to this
activity in post-industrial revolution is of
great stories of modern history. It greater publicity.
At the of the story is the fact that the city provides a
phylogenetically unsuitable environment for humans. The

of living in cities is too recent for to
inherent biological adaptation to the environment

cities offer. basic biological of city
developed during millions of years of evolution

a far closer fundamental relationship with
natural environment than that offered by todays urban
environments. There in which urban populations

to for this fundamental maladjustment
including regular excursions to beyond city

setting of protected where there can be
relief from otherwise alien condition of city life. The term
'recreation1 effectively nature of this

involved to 're-create1 relationships
which with environment.

4. The outdoor recreation articulation of its
strongly in late eighteenth century at the

time as industrial revolution resulting in a bigger
proportion of the population of western countries living in
cities. Initially, lack of including transport
systems, people from travelling city.
The history of to the of
populations is a complicated one. Suffice it to that it

forms, developed in overlapping involved
taking of and building on earlier gains at
stage. The first involved the development of protected

within walking distance of living places. This
in all Australian cities justified as

for the health well being of the inhabitants. Probably
urban design which established the

townlands (a circular belt of parkland aside for public
in 1839). As with the twentieth century belt

concept there to also an urban efficiency
motive (control of urban form) for this part of the plan. The
parklands survived today largely intact there

for planned urban expansion beyond townlands. A
similar 1840s concept of a ring of parkland around Melbourne

by Charles- La Trobe but only partially successful.
A involved the development of parks in natural

on fringe of cities (as in the of The
National Park of Sydney in 1879) or further afield as at
Mount Buffalo Wilsons Promontory in 1898. A major factor at
this transport improvements in the form of railways
which to be able to excursions to
national the rural areas. parks transitional
to a third of development in the twentieth century of
widespread of parks now accessible by motor vehicle with
dual recreational nature conservation objectives. Concurrent
with latter moves, period after the First World War



of country planning
to planning, visionary of

this the Town Planning Commission's 1929 proposal for a
linked of metropolitan along Melbourne's river
valleys. Other included of

the importation of English belt
While Sydney's belt project a failure in a
late 1960s variant comprising separating
growth corridors not only survived but is being consolidated

forms the subject of this submission. Regrettably,
Town Planning Commission*s proposals not on but

survived in part through
Metropolitan Park of the 1970s. Similarly, La Trobe's
1840s 1850s city important building blocks
for Melbourne's 1990's City Trail.

5. A significant feature of the planning approach to protecting
is that it applies to private as well as public land. The

public is to an interest in the values of such
though they privately their survival

is sought by a combination of development control
action.

6. As a result of this long history the open amenity
protection situation is a complicated varying from city to
city. of most salient features legacies of

involving provision of recreational opportunities on
public land. to this further layers of
heritage protection achieved through planning on private land.

a of experimentation with different
of providing overall direction control for

efforts. In ¥ictoria for instance they have from
development of specific planning policies by state planning
authorities, the production of special conservation plans as in

of the Mornington Peninsula Conservation Plan
Upper Yarra Vally Dandenong Ranges Strategy Plan
creation through special legislation of a special regional
planning body as in of the Upper Yarra ¥alley

Authority.

-

7. The latest attempt to provide overall direction focus for
attempts to achieve amenity conservation objectives in rural-
urban fringe around Melbourne is the strengthening of the

system. This approach involves designating land
urban growth corridors as green areas. The term

"green wedge", which to first by Premier
Rupert in 1969. formalised by the Melbourne
Metropolitan of Works in the 1971 report Planning Policies
for Melbourne Metropolitan Region which identified nine green

Implementation of the objectives sought
through state government influence on the content of the planning

of various municipalities in which
located. Although having bi-partisan green

not pentioned in the state planning policy framework
as Victoria Planning Provisions which developed in

the 1990s. ' ..



THE IN 2002-2003

8. In 2002 with the approval of a metropolitan strategy
(Melbourne 2030 Planning for Sustainable Growth) major plans

to strengthen the protection of the green wedges. In April,
2003 Planning Environment (Metropolitan
Protection) Bill Initiated In the Assembly. It is scheduled,
to be finalised before the of the year. This legislation

will give a legislative basis for the existence of
give the Planning Minister and Parliament

decisive roles in their protection. It is also the Government's
Intention to Include reference to the In
Victoria Planning Provisions,

OF THE OF THE

9. I consulted: the proposed legislation (Planning
Environment (Metropolitan Protection) Bill);
Technical Report 2 fthree issue papers the Summary);

Report No. 5; Draft Clause 12 to
Wictoria Planning Provisions (the state planning policy
framework). I my analysis on my of the
values problems of the In question on knowledge of

highly successful for amenity protection In
similar circumstances In England and Males.

10. As the English there are many Important factors In
achieving a successful outcome but key elements Include a
positive to protection; giving central government a
decisive role, making special arrangements for administration;
adopting an appropriate approach to zoning; making
funding arrangements. It is highly preferable that matters
be in organic legislation since this gives a clear
sign of the importance attached to them easily
changed.

11. Ex£res_si_on_^ Appendices 1
2 of the Implementation Report 5 refer to the attributes and

overall purpose of Green Wedges. Included the purposes of
providing for urban Infrastructure extractive industries
which up a clear potential for conflict with environmental
landscape protection objectives. The bill Is deficient In
Including no statement of purpose for green wedges. Indeed in

of concept it is clear that of the two objectives of the
Strategy - control of urban development provision of

- the latter Is very much the junior partner. The
primarily to separate the urban growth corridors

be converted to urban purposes If required.

12. Determination,, Definition Security of Boundaries of
The bill refers to land as "land which is

described In a metropolitan fringe planning as being
outside an urban growth boundary". The bill that

authorised by the Minister which affect an
growth boundary or which alter or remove any controls over
subdivision of land allowing subdivision into smaller
lots require parliamentary ratification. Whilst the designation



of this as a function of is appropriate security
of will upon how expendable the
legislature to be. lack in the bill of a
positive concerning their purpose, reference to
their as being urban growth boundaries and. the

on for of the urban
not inspire confidence that

a long future in relation to todays boundaries..

13. Funding; This vital matter not to
There is no to it in the bill. In Britain
half the funds for administration protection of equivalent
protected is provided by central government. Failure to

arrangements for this could undermine whole
mission.

14. Admini st ration The Implementation Report recognises
of 12 Green several of which have parts located

in than municipality. It is proposed that Regional
Working Groups be formed to develop individual action plans for

bodies will advise action
plans will relate to the local planning is unclear,
planning method successfully in Britain is the appointment
of planning Boards or Committees for area. This is a
stronger arrangement than the Regional Working
for Melbourne. However, the ¥ictorian legislation is clear in
giving responsibilty for major planning decisions to Minister

Parliament.

15. 'Whole of Propertyf Versus 'Values' Approach There is a
consistent in the Melbourne 2030
of green higher values other
should therefore be given a higher level of protection. Partly,
this to reflect an inadequate understanding of
of overall values. The confusion probably its in
the past focus on the conservation of natural features. What

to be clearly understood is that the amenity values of the
relate to both natural and rural features and their

integrated in extensive landscapes vistas ie "the
whole property1. The planning approach that is suited to
protecting is which recognises to
protect their essential 'broad acre1 nature. An alternative
approach of endeavouring to identify the various heritage values

protect them through a complicated regime of zones
controls is likely to undermine the overall effort. Examining

proposed for the green the situation is not
encouraging. It is proposed that two extra be created, a
'Green Zone* a 'Rural Conservation Zone1, to a
total of five. It that an attempt also be to
recognise different levels of past rural residentioal
with different categories. In addition a Group on
Rural (Rural Rewiew Reference Group Discussion
Options Paper, January 2003) a different of
recommendations for rural across the an attempt
is being to reconcile with those proposed for
green wedges. The notion of having parts of in

others not is also in itself confusing. The
trend towards a fragmented zoning approach, out of kilter



with the acre nature of the resource,, is of great concern.
variety of would most likely the form of a variety

of minimum subdivision lot sizes. Compounding this, and also
likely to to facilitate fragmentation, Is the notion In
both Melbourne 2030 the Rural Zones Review that
instead of minimum subdivision levels for subdivision
control should be performance related to results of
land capability studies. The ideal arrangement for

would be a single such as 'rural zone' or
'green zone1 with an appropriate minimum subdivision level
such as 40 hectares covering all land, except rural
townships. Whilst agricultural productivity Is an important
objective for It Is undesirable for this to be
accorded the highest land priority as it might well be In

rural beyond the rural-urban fringe.

16. Proactive Approach of the links in the
Improvement of protection for the green over the last
thirty lack of education dedicated
to developing higher levels of community understanding about

objectives Similarly, it is Important that
positive action an important part of the approach
to protection that Involve local residents land

to .

17. Population Policy Melbourne 2030 is premised on a policy of
continued population growth. The statements In It are a mixture
of support for growth expression of the Idea that growth Is
"Inevitable". Such an approach serious for all

of sustalnabllity of Melbourne Including the likely
eventual conversion of large parts of the green to urban

other conservation of amenity, Including increased
of for housing, infrastucture, building materials,

food. Melbourne 2030 envisages an increase In
population by 1 million by 2030 considers that there Is

land In the urban growth corridors to the housing
related to a growth of this order. However, the

available for urban development is not evenly distributed within
urban growth corridors likely to be

threatened by boundary adjustments earlier than others. According
to a report in (llth October, 2003) two of the north

growth corridors now a land availability of only 10
to 15 years. of the pressures likely to be felt within

three the basic approach of the policy on
population is flawed In the that it not adequately
acknowledge the pressure on land and that will be

by extra million people 2030. Unlike
Adelaide townlands concept of the nineteenth century no
plans to develop urban beyond the

FOR TO

18. Whilst the proposal for Improved protection of a of
In the rural-urban fringe around Melbourne

of national interest the context In which they to
of major population growth and subservience to the aim of

efficient urban expansion casts a dark over their long
term future. The as having dual



function of containing growth providing for recreational
but they to do this in a policy situation of

urban so that without growth limits recreational
function is expendable. This contrasts strongly with the British
approach for over fifty the protected
established for their own as permanent entities,and there

no long threats to their existence. Unfortunately, it is
basic pro growth concept of Melbourne 2030 that is at fault.

Until this is changed to a non growth policy the
will always be as being ultimately expendable not of
highest value for their recreational function. If role of

to where their primary
landscape protection they given a higher of
security a improved for planning
could a better contribution to of
as a sustainable city. The following suggestions for
improvement of the wedges: A. In the legislation include a
positive statement on the values purpose of the
(this could include reference to what they can deliver in terms
of recreation, education, agricultural production, catchment

biodiversity protection); B. Include a statement in
legislation that guarantees the permanence of the boundaries
(eliminating the provisions for of boundaries to allow
urban expansion); C. Include a statement in the legislation which
indicates that priority will be given to conservation objectives
over infrastructure developments extractive iindustries; D.
Include a provision in legislation which broadly spells out the
undertaking of the state to provide at least half of finance

for administration, planning
E. reference in the legislation to the establishment of an
additional tier of specialised planning bodies for regional
groupings of their responsibilities
including development of plans (the Upper Yarra
¥alley Authority provides a useful

model); F. In the Victoria Planning Provisions indicate
adoption of a 'whole of property* approach to planning

of the wedges; G, In The Victoria Planning
Provisions indicate the categories to be to avoid
fragmentation (preferably a single category with a minimum lot

of 40 hectares for subdivisions); H. Include in the
legislation a requirement for State Government to facilitate the
development of positive action and community education programmes
by the regional authorities.

CONCLUSION

20. Protection of values of rural-urban fringe
by which ensure long term security for the boundaries,
relevant planning positive action can a desirable
contribution to the achievement of sustainable cities both by
placing real limits on city growth by providing for the
recreational other of city dwellers. For this reason

Melbourne proposals of Australia wide
interest. Unfortunately, with continued city growth it is
difficult to surviving for thirty years let alone the
fifty plus of their English counterparts. is is
a in which ¥ictoria abandons its growth aspirations

given a permanent status as rural



With properly help constrain
growth while contributing to recreational

J.G.MOSLEY

28/10/03


